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Recommendation for Creating a Buffer for the Boon Lay Forest  

(nest Site of the Changeable Hawk-eagle.) 

 

 

To : Mr Chew Men Leong                                                                       17 June 2015 

CEO, LTA 

chew_men_leong@lta.gov.sg 

 
We refer you to TODAY ‘s  Voices letter, dated 6 June 2015, from Mr. Klenn Koh 

concerning the imminent destruction of the Boon Lay Forest and the  dire impact on the 

existing nest of the Changeable Hawk Eagle. The forest stretches along Boon Lay Way 

and opposite the International Business Park on the northern side and along Sg Ulu 

Pandan on the southern side.  
 

 
We are also apprised of other expressions of concern and alarm from people who are 
using the existing Park Connector along Sg Ulu Pandan pertaining to this most 

unfortunate decision by LTA to use the whole forested area for the development of a bus 
depot or terminus/interchange. 
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Changeable Hawk Eagle (Photo by Klenn Koh) 

 

We are not against the use of the area for the bus interchange.  

 

Having been monitoring the birdlife of the forest for some time, we have collected a lot 

of interesting information and would like to make a proposal for a mitigation measure:  
That a portion of the area where the nest is located as well the mature stretch of the 

forest fronting Sg Ulu Pandan be made into a green buffer against the development. 

Please refer to our Google map for the location and boundary of our recommended 

buffer.  

 

Our reasons for this recommendation are as follows:  

 

1) Please refer to the Bird Checklist with the Summary attached.  

The Forest has an interesting and rich biodiversity in terms of its birdlife in a 

suburban zone. At the current stage of our monitoring, there are a total of 55 species 

recorded, resident and migratory  --- excluding those wetland and grassland species 

that are found at the edges of the forest. Out of this, 19 species are generally 

affiliated to the woodland or forest habitat, out of which 5 are uncommon 

(Changeable Hawk-eagle,  Red  Junglefowl, Blue-crowned Hanging Parrot,  

Common Hill Myna, Little Spiderhunter)  and 1 rare (Grey-headed Fish Eagle).   

The first 3 uncommon species named above are listed in The Singapore Red Data 

Book  (2008) as nationally endangered, while the Grey-headed Fish Eagle is listed as 

critically endangered and also in the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species  as near-

threatened together with the Long-tailed Parakeet, which is also recorded in that 

forest. This is most surprising given that the Forest comes to about 15 ha in size and 

located in a very suburban landscape. 
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2) The most interesting and important point about the birdlife there is the presence of a 
regular nesting site of the endangered species, the Changeable Hawk-eagle.  Refer to 

the Google map attached for the location of the nest and also to the excellent photo of 

the nest on the Albizia tree with a parent bird and one young being featured. Nesting 

sites of this endangered eagle have become rare due to the ongoing relentless and 

widespread built development in Singapore, with recent examples of the overwhelmed 

sites in recent times at Clean-tech Park, Woodland Road, Sg Khatib Bongsu, Dairy Farm 

Road.    

 

3) The old, tall Albizia trees in the forest also provide regular resting and feeding 

perches for three other raptors --- the Grey-headed Fish Eagle (rare & critically 

endangered), the White-bellied Sea Eagle and the Brahminy Kite.   

All the four eagles (including the Changeable Hawk-eagle) have been regularly seen in 
the canopy of the Forest by us and many users of the Park Connector along Sg Ulu 

Pandan. These raptors capture their prey -- fish – at the Pandan Reservoir as well as at 

the broader Sg Pandan, resorting to the tall Albizia trees here to eat their food.  

The Albizias are the tallest trees around the area and the nearest to their hunting 

ground.  Thus, destroying the forest whole-sale here would deprive these spectacular 

and attractive birds --- two of which are threatened --- an indispensable part of their 

habitat. 

 

4) This patch of forest is also one of the last two patches of spontaneous 

forest/woodland left along Sg Ulu Pandan, the other being at Ghim Moh, opposite the 

Singapore Poly. These patches together with the thin hedges in between constitute an 
important green corridor for the wildlife along the river.  Part of that at Ghim Moh had 

been cleared for the new HDB blocks, shrinking the forest habitat there drastically. The 
clearing of this patch here at Boon Lay Way will have an adverse impact on not only the 

birdlife but other wildlife as well along this beautiful river --- such as, probably, the 
Smooth Otter, which have been seen by some  users of the Park Connector using the 

river along the Boon Lay Forest stretch for hunting its prey.  The proximity of the forest, 

a natural backdrop to their hunting for fish, gives the animal confidence and a quick 

option for retreat in case of being alarmed or disturbed. 

 
5) This stretch of Forest also has a soothing and pleasant impact on the users of the Park 

Connector and the residents in the neighbouring housing estates (HDB and private) 
along Sg Ulu Pandan. Too much concrete and worst, the ugly appearance of a bus depot 

would ruin such an experience for them --- especially for those who come here regularly 
for their exercises and/or to appreciate the lovely natural landscape.  

 
LTA has been doing an efficient job in its task to facilitate transportation for commuters.  

In its push to make Singapore a great place to live, it would be great if it can also 

conserve the values in our environment that are already existing --- natural assets that 

harbour  rich/interesting biodiversity, that enhance our nation’s landscape beauty and 

that nurture the sense of rootedness by way of a pleasant and soothing affiliation to the 
land.  

 
Leong Kwok Peng 

Conservation Committee 
Nature Society (Singapore) 

 

 

 


